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ABSTRACT
Pulsars have been identified as good candidates for the acceleration of cosmic rays, up to ultra-high energies. However, a
precise description of the acceleration processes at play is still to be established. Using 2D particle-in-cell simulations, we
study proton acceleration in axisymmetric pulsar magnetospheres. Protons and electrons are extracted from the neutron
star surface by the strong electric field induced by the rotation of the star, and electrons and positrons are produced in
the magnetosphere through pair production process. As pair production has a crucial impact on electromagnetic fields,
on gaps and thus on particle acceleration, we study its influence on the maximum energy and luminosity of protons
escaping the magnetosphere. Protons are accelerated and escape in all our simulations. However, the acceleration sites
are different for the protons and the pairs. As shown in previous studies, pairs are accelerated to their highest energies
at the Y-point and in the equatorial current sheet, where magnetic reconnection plays and important role. In contrast,
protons gain most of their kinetic energy below the light-cylinder radius within the separatrix current layers, but they
are not confined within the equatorial current sheet. They can reach 15% to 75% of the maximum Lorentz factor
obtained by the acceleration through the full vacuum potential drop from pole to equator, respectively for a high and
a low yield of pair production. Their luminosity can reach 0.5% to 2% of the theoretical spin down luminosity of an
aligned pulsar, respectively for a low and a high yield of pair production. These estimates support that millisecond
pulsars could accelerate cosmic rays up to PeV energies and that new born millisecond pulsars could accelerate cosmic
rays up to ultra-high energies.
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1. Introduction
Pulsars are rapidly rotating and highly magnetized neutron
stars, that have been detected across the entire electromag-
netic spectrum, from radio to gamma rays (see e.g. Abdo
et al. 2013 for a Fermi-LAT catalog of gamma-ray pulsars
and Aliu et al. 2008; VERITAS Collaboration et al. 2011;
Aleksić et al. 2012 for the detection of the Crab pulsar
above 100 GeV). Their high-energy emissions have been as-
sociated with the radiation of accelerated leptons (e.g Arons
1983; Cheng et al. 1986; Romani 1996; Muslimov & Hard-
ing 2003 for acceleration by unscreened electric fields close
to the neutron star surface).
A description of the structure of the magnetosphere
from first principles, accounting for the feedback of particles
on the electromagnetic fields, is emerging (e.g. Philippov
& Spitkovsky 2014; Chen & Beloborodov 2014; Philippov
et al. 2015; Cerutti et al. 2015; Belyaev 2015; Brambilla
et al. 2018). The various particle interactions occurring in
the magnetosphere and in particular the production of pairs
(e.g. Daugherty & Harding 1982; Gurevich & Istomin 1985;
Zhang & Harding 2000; Medin & Lai 2010; Timokhin 2010;
Timokhin & Arons 2013), are still to be fully understood
and self-consistently implemented in large-scale systems.
This could have a critical influence on the understanding
of pair multiplicities and high-energy emissions of pulsars,
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and might help improve the models for energy dissipation
and spin down. Another fundamental question is related to
the nature of the wind around pulsars. The location of the
energy dissipation, where the Poynting flux is dissipated
into particle kinetic energy, is still to be clearly identified
(e.g. Coroniti 1990; Kirk & Skjæraasen 2003; Komissarov
2013; Porth et al. 2013; Cerutti & Philippov 2017). Finally,
the mechanisms for cosmic-ray acceleration in pulsars, stud-
ied for instance in Venkatesan et al. (1997); Blasi et al.
(2000); Arons (2003); Fang et al. (2012, 2013a); Lemoine
et al. (2015); Kotera et al. (2015), should be modeled from
first principles, to infer more precisely the contribution of
these sources to the observed cosmic-ray flux. A kinetic
approach is therefore required. Interestingly, most of the
existing studies have focused on magnetospheres filled with
a plasma of electrons and positrons, without ion injection,
and the injection of ions has been only considered in recent
work (Chen & Beloborodov 2014; Philippov & Spitkovsky
2018). It is therefore timely to study the fate of protons in
pulsar magnetospheres. Chen & Beloborodov (2014) study
axisymmetric pulsar magnetosphere, where ions and elec-
trons are injected from the neutron star surface and pairs
can be produced. They notice the different trajectories of
pairs and ions as well as the acceleration and escape of ions
in different configurations. Philippov & Spitkovsky (2018)
consider a similar setup, with an oblique rotator. In their
simulations, ions have the same mass as positrons but they
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do not suffer radiative energy losses. They notice the accel-
eration of ions in the current sheet, mostly at the Y-point.
In this work, we will focus on the two following funda-
mental questions: (i) what is the maximum energy achiev-
able for the ions, especially for the ones escaping the mag-
netosphere, and (ii) to what level can they contribute to the
observed high- and ultra-high-energy cosmic-ray fluxes? To
this end, we perform particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations of
the aligned pulsar magnetosphere. We aim at exploring the
transition between a charge separated magnetosphere, or
“electrosphere” in the following, and a force-free magneto-
sphere, by changing the yield of pair production, and assess-
ing its impact on particle acceleration and escape. We de-
scribe the theoretical and numerical setup in Section 2. The
structure of the magnetosphere is described in Section 3.
The questions of proton acceleration in the simulations and
how our results scale up to realistic pulsar parameters are
addressed in Section 4, followed by a discussion and our
conclusions in Section 5.
2. Simulating a pulsar magnetosphere
We make use of the PIC code ZELTRON (Cerutti et al. 2013)
in its 2D axisymmetric version, with a non-uniform spheri-
cal grid, which is well suited to the study of aligned rotators.
2.1. Electromagnetic fields
In the following, r, θ, φ are the usual spherical coordinates.
The initial setup of our simulations is a perfectly conducting
neutron star in vacuum, with a magnetic dipole anchored
at its surface
Br(r, θ) = B?R
3
? cos θ/r
3 , (1)
Bθ(r, θ) = B?R
3
? sin θ/2r
3 , (2)
Bφ(r, θ) = 0 , (3)
where R? is the radius of the neutron star, θ is the an-
gle from the rotation axis, and B? is the polar magnetic
field. For a perfect conductor rotating at angular velocity
Ω, E′ = E + (Ω × r) ×B/c = 0 in the co-rotating frame,
where E and B are the electric and magnetic fields in the
observer frame, and Ω is along the rotation axis. It allows to
estimate the electric field inside the star (Eintr , Eintθ , E
int
φ ) =
(r sin θ/RLC)(Bθ,−Br, 0), where RLC = c/Ω is the light
cylinder radius, defined as the distance at which the coro-
tating speed reaches the speed of light. At t = 0, the rota-
tion of the neutron star is forced by imposing at its surface
the poloidal electric field induced by the rotation of a per-
fect conductor. The radial electric field can be discontinuous
for a non-zero surface charge density. The outer boundary
condition is defined by an absorbing layer, to mimic an open
boundary with no information coming back inwards (Bird-
sall & Langdon 1991; Cerutti et al. 2015). Apart from these
boundary conditions, there are no constraints on the exter-
nal electric field, which evolves self-consistently during the
simulation.
2.2. Particle extraction
We note that at the surface of the star, the electric field is
of the order E? ∼ B?R?/RLC ∼ 108 statV cm−1 for a mil-
lisecond pulsar with B? = 109 G. Due to this high electric
field, charged particles can be extracted from the neutron
star surface. In our work, we neglect the molecular or grav-
itational attraction (Pétri 2016, see however Ruderman &
Sutherland 1975). We consider three particle species: elec-
trons, positrons and protons. Electrons and protons are ex-
tracted from the surface and positrons are created through
pair production process. In order to avoid overinjection,
particles can be extracted when the local charge density
does not exceed the local Goldreich-Julian (Goldreich &
Julian 1969, GJ) charge density ρGJ. At the neutron star
surface, for a dipole magnetic field and a rotation around
the vertical axis, the GJ charge density is
ρGJ =
−B?(3 cos2 θ − 1)
4piRLC [1− (R? sin θ/RLC)2] . (4)
The denominator adds a relativistic correction due to the
modification of the magnetic field structure by currents, and
is small as R?/RLC ' 0.2 for a millisecond pulsar. There-
fore, for electrons, the GJ number density at the surface of
the neutron star reads nGJ = B?(3 cos2 θ − 1)/4piRLCe.
2.3. Energy losses by radiation
In our simulations, the motion of a particle is governed by
the Abraham-Lorentz-Dirac equation
dp
dt
= q(E + β ×B) + g , (5)
where p = γmv is the particle momentum, γ = 1/
√
1− β2
the particle Lorentz factor, v = βc the particle 3-velocity,
m the particle mass and q the particle electric charge. The
first right-hand side term is the usual Lorentz force and
g is the radiation reaction force due to the radiation of
accelerated particles given by the Landau-Lifshitz formula
in the framework of classical electrodynamics (Landau &
Lifshitz 1975)
g =
2
3
q4
m2c4
[(E + β ×B)×B + (β ·E)E]
−2
3
q4γ2
m2c4
[
(E + β ×B)2 − (β ·E)2]β , (6)
where the terms containing the time derivative of the fields
are neglected (Tamburini et al. 2010). This simplified view
suffices for the current exploration study, as it accounts for
synchrotron, synchro-curvature and curvature regimes; but
we note that detailed models that have been recently de-
veloped can lead to deviations from the standard curvature
and synchrotron radiation spectra in the strong field regime
(e.g. Voisin et al. 2017).
2.4. Pair production
The configuration of the magnetosphere, especially the
plasma density and the existence of gaps, relies primarily
on the production of electron and positron pairs. The pairs
are also thought to contribute to the high-energy radiation
of Pulsar Wind Nebulae (PWNe), through synchrotron and
inverse Compton radiation. A precise understanding of the
pair production process is therefore critical for the mod-
eling of pulsars. However, the amount of pair production
in pulsar magnetospheres is scarcely constrained. The pairs
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are thought to be mainly produced in the polar cap re-
gions (Ruderman & Sutherland 1975), by the conversion of
high-energy gamma rays into pairs in strong magnetic fields
(i.e. B & 1011 G) and the subsequent development of a pair
cascade. In the classical model, gamma rays are initially
produced through curvature radiation. In the outer gaps,
the interaction of gamma-ray photons with X-ray photons
from the neutron star surface could also make a signifi-
cant contribution to the production of pairs in the pulsar
magnetospheres (Cheng et al. 2000). The pair multiplic-
ity κ = (n+ + n−)/2nGJ, which describes the number of
electron and positron pairs produced by each primary par-
ticle, is a poorly constrained parameter that could range
between 1 and 107. From observations and PWNe emission
models, the multiplicity has been estimated to be about
105 − 107 for the Crab PWN and 105 for the Vela PWN
(e.g. de Jager 2007; Bucciantini et al. 2011). However, re-
cent theoretical predictions limit the pair multiplicity to
about a few 105 (Timokhin & Harding 2018), achieved for
magnetic fields 4×1012 . B . 1013 G and hot neutron star
surfaces T & 106 K, which questions the existing models of
PWNe emissions requiring very high pair multiplicities.
The electron-positron pair plasma generation is a sub-
ject of active research (Timokhin & Arons 2013; Chen &
Beloborodov 2014). In this study, as described in Philip-
pov et al. (2015), a simplified treatment is adopted. Pairs
are directly produced at the location of the parent lepton
if its Lorentz factor exceeds the threshold γ > γmin,pp and
the produced pairs have a Lorentz factor γf ∼ fγγi, which
is a fraction fγ = 0.1 of the Lorentz factor of the parent
particle γi. This fraction is chosen for numerical reasons, to
conserve a reasonable separation of scales. The threshold
γmin,pp = fppγ0,e is a fraction fpp of the maximum Lorentz
factor of pairs γ0,e = eΦ0/mec2 obtained by the accelera-
tion of a particle through the full vacuum potential drop
from pole to equator
Φ0 = −
∫ pi/2
0
dθ R?Eθ(R?) =
R2?B?
2RLC
. (7)
For simplicity, the threshold is constant in the whole mag-
netosphere, and does not depend on the curvature of the
magnetic field lines. This corresponds to a maximization
of pair production as all the regions where leptons can get
accelerated to sufficiently high energies are active pair pro-
ducing regions. Thus, pair production can take place for
instance in the equatorial current sheet (Lyubarskii 1996),
and not only in the polar cap regions near the surface of
the neutron star. This simplified approach allows to ex-
plore various regimes of the magnetosphere by adjusting
the parameter fpp, without entering into a detailed mod-
eling of the radiative backgrounds that could significantly
contribute to the production of pairs. The connection be-
tween the implemented parameter fpp governing the pair
production in the entire magnetosphere, and the pair mul-
tiplicity κ at the polar cap is intricate. A straightforward
comparison can be made by computing κ at the poles di-
rectly in the simulation and comparing the results with the-
oretical and observed values. The modeling of gamma-ray
emissions could also help to establish a clearer link between
these quantities.
Several additional effects such as photohadronic inter-
actions could impact the particle motion and contribute to
energy losses and pair production. For instance, we do not
Table 1: Simulation parameters.
Quantity Estimate
Neutron star radius R? = 102 cm
Light cylinder radius RLC = 5R?
Polar magnetic field B? = 1.1× 105 G
Effective magnetic field Beff ' 109 G
Proton to electron mass ratio mr = mp/me = 18.36
Polar GJ number density n?GJ = B?/2piRLCe
Polar GJ current density J?GJ = cB?/2piRLC
Smallest cell size ∆r? ' 1 cm
Electron plasma skin depth d?e ' 2 cm
Electron gyroradius r?g,e ' 0.02 cm
Proton gyroradius r?g,e ' 0.3 cm
Polar cap angle θpc ' 0.46 rad
Full potential drop Φ0 = R2?B?/2RLC
Polar cap potential drop Φpc = R3?B?/2R2LC
Max. proton Lorentz factor γ0,p ' 35
Max. pair Lorentz factor γ0,e ' 646
Polar cap proton Lorentz factor γpc,p ' 7
Polar cap pair Lorentz factor γpc,e ' 129
Pair production parameter fpp
account for Bethe-Heitler processes that could contribute to
the production of pairs. Inverse-Compton scattering could
also lead to significant energy losses. These effects could be
included in future work.
2.5. Simulation features
Parameters of our simulations and notations are summa-
rized in Table 1. In order to maintain acceptable com-
putation costs, the radius R?, the magnetic field B? and
the mass ratio mr = mp/me are scaled down with re-
spect to realistic values R? ∼ 106 cm, B? ∼ 108 − 1015 G
and mp/me ' 1836. In our simulations, R? = 102 cm,
B? = 1.1 × 105 G and mr = 18.36. However, several typ-
ical scales are preserved. For millisecond pulsars, we have
RLC/R? = cP/2piR? ∼ 5P−3R−1?,6. We adopt this typical
value of RLC/R? in the simulations. Considering ne = n?GJ,
the plasma skin depth of electrons at the star surface is
d?e = c/(4pinee
2/me)
1/2 ' 2 cmB−1/29 P 1/2−3 for millisecond
pulsars. This value is similar in our simulations, and is re-
solved by several computational cells. The gyroradius of
electrons rg = γmcv⊥/eB, where v⊥ is the speed perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field direction, is not resolved in our
simulations for γv⊥/c ∼ 1, i.e. before they get accelerated,
close to the neutron star surface. This should not have an
impact on the simulations, as electrons lose efficiently their
perpendicular energy due to strong synchrotron radiation
close to the neutron star surface. The radiation reaction
force is amplified (within the limits of time resolution) by
considering an effective magnetic field Beff ∼ 109 G, in or-
der to reduce the synchrotron cooling time.
At the beginning of the simulation, the magnetosphere
is empty. The system is then strongly perturbed due to the
sudden induced electric field, and the subsequent injection
of particles and reconfiguration of electromagnetic fields. In
order to capture the system behavior when the stationary
regime is established, we evolve the system during at least
five rotation periods. A non-uniform spherical grid of 1200×
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Fig. 1: Density maps for electrons, positrons and protons (from left to right), for a high production of pairs fpp = 0.01, as a
function of r/RLC and θ, for t = 5P , for the full simulation domain (top) and for a zoomed-in domain r < RLC (bottom). We
show the densities normalized by (r/R?)−2n?GJ, where n?GJ = B?/2piRLCe is the polar GJ number density. Solid black lines are
the magnetic field lines and the dashed black line indicate the distance from the rotation axis r sin θ = RLC. The grey semi-disk
represents the neutron star. We caution that the densities are in log scale in order to enhance the contrast.
1200 cells is used, logarithmically spaced in r between r =
R? and r = 5RLC, and uniformly in θ between θ = 0 and
θ = pi/2.
3. Structure of the magnetosphere
3.1. Plasma density
We study the impact of changing the amount of pair pro-
duction on the structure of the magnetosphere. Two ex-
treme regimes of the magnetosphere have been described
in the literature: the electropshere, or disk-dome configu-
ration (Krause-Polstorff & Michel 1985; Smith et al. 2001;
Pétri et al. 2002; Spitkovsky & Arons 2002) and the force-
free configuration (Goldreich & Julian 1969; Contopoulos
et al. 1999; Timokhin 2006). In the first configuration, the
production of pairs is not sufficient to populate completely
the magnetosphere with plasma. Charges are separated in
different regions, with a dome of negative charges and a
disk of positive charges (if Ω ·B > 0). In the second config-
uration, interesting features appear such as the transition
between closed field lines and open field lines, the direct vol-
ume currents at the poles and the return currents along the
last closed field line (the equatorial current sheet). The two
guideline studies illustrated in figures 1 and 2 mimic these
two extreme regimes. These examples are obtained for a
high production of pairs (fpp = 0.01) which mimics a force-
free case and for a low production of pairs (fpp = 0.3) tend-
ing towards an electrosphere configuration, when a steady
state is reached.
Low values of fpp lead to a strong production of pairs
and thus allow to study magnetospheres close to the force-
free regime. We note that small gaps separate the po-
lar flows and the current sheet. The magnetic field, ini-
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Fig. 2: Same as figure 1 but for a low production of pairs fpp = 0.3.
tially in a dipolar configuration, is strongly affected by the
dense plasma outflow. A closed magnetic field line region
is maintained at low latitudes bellow the light-cylinder ra-
dius, whereas magnetic field lines open up at high latitudes,
which is similar to the configuration in the force-free regime
(e.g. Contopoulos et al. 1999; Timokhin 2007). Theoreti-
cally, the magnetic field lines have been predicted to present
a Y-shape at the point where the last closed field line in-
tersects the equatorial plane (called the Y-null point or Y-
point), which seems to be the case in these simulations.
We note however that in our simulations, the Y-point is
located slightly below the light cylinder radius. Our simu-
lation with fpp = 0.01 is characterized by number densities
of electrons in the polar regions of the order of the po-
lar GJ number density n?GJ = B?/2piRLCe multiplied by
the distance scaling factor (R?/r)2. Therefore, only a small
amount of pairs are produced at the poles in agreement
with previous studies (Chen & Beloborodov 2014; Philip-
pov et al. 2015). In the equatorial region (the current sheet),
the number density of pairs can reach higher values locally,
above 10n?GJ, which is the signature of strong pair produc-
tion. Protons are propagating in the equatorial region, with
number densities around 1 to 10% of (R?/r)2n?GJ. Below the
light cylinder, escaping protons flow along the last closed
field line (the separatrices). At larger radii, protons form
an equatorial flow that is not confined inside the current
sheet formed by the pairs, due to their larger gyroradii. We
note that at the Y-point, the pair and proton skin depths
are respectively de/R? =
√
γpc,emec2/4pinee2/R? ' 0.1
and dp/R? =
√
γpc,pmpc2/4pinpe2/R? ' 4, considering the
polar cap Lorentz factors of pairs and protons and the num-
ber densities at the Y-point from the simulations. Therefore
protons are sensitive to larger field structures.
For high values of fpp, the production of pairs is almost
absent and allows to study magnetospheres close to the
electrosphere configuration. The magnetic field lines that
open up at the beginning of the simulation, because of the
transitory dense plasma outflow, tend to return to a dipolar
configuration, because of the low plasma density in the sta-
tionary regime. High electric fields contribute to maintain
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Fig. 3: Plasma densities (n+ + n−)/nGJ as a function of fpp, at
the pole and at the Y-point (respectively blue and orange lines).
the equatorial flow of protons, but the subsequent current
is not sufficiently large to modify the dipolar structure of
the magnetic field. The few open field lines are anchored to
the star near the poles, where the electrons are extracted.
In our simulation with fpp = 0.3, there are no positrons
in the magnetosphere. Electrons are essentially confined in
the polar regions and characterized by number densities
around 10% of (R?/r)3n?GJ, with higher number densities
close to the star surface (as expected ∼ n?GJ at the neu-
tron star surface) and in high-latitude elongated regions.
In these regions, it appears that electrons are trapped and
are going back and forth before escaping or falling back
to the star surface. Large gaps of densities separate the
bulk of electrons and protons. A high density of protons
is confined near the neutron star surface, with n ∼ n?GJ.
Low number densities of protons, below 10−3(R?/r)2n?GJ,
propagate in the equatorial region and along the separation
region between the bulk of electrons and the gaps. Due to
the structure of the magnetic and electric fields, these pro-
tons escape from the disk of proton and swirl around the
neutron star, with a large radial velocity.
3.2. Pair multiplicity at the pole and Y-point
The plasma densities estimated at the pole and at the ex-
pected location of the Y-point are illustrated in figure 3.
The density of pairs divided by the typical local GJ den-
sity nGJ = |B · Ω|/2piec (where the correction due to the
modification of the magnetic field structure by currents is
not accounted for) gives a local estimate of the pair multi-
plicity κ ∼ (n+ + n−)/2nGJ, where n+ and n− are respec-
tively the densities of positrons and electrons. As noted
previously, pair production is sub-dominant by several or-
ders at the poles and occurs predominantly in the current
sheet, which is consistent with several recent studies (Chen
& Beloborodov 2014; Philippov et al. 2015). At the pole,
fpp ≤ 0.01 leads to a pair multiplicity κ ∼ 1, which de-
creases slightly with increasing fpp. At the Y-point, a high
production of pairs leads to high multiplicities, for instance
κ ∼ 103 for fpp = 0.01. When the production of pairs
decreases, the pair multiplicity drops significantly, below
κ = 1 for fpp ≥ 0.05.
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Fig. 4: Charge density maps (top) and radial current maps (bot-
tom) for a high production of pairs fpp = 0.01 (left) and a low
production of pairs fpp = 0.3 (right), for r ≤ RLC. ρ?GJ and J?GJ
are the GJ charge and current densities at the poles.
3.3. Charge and current densities
The charge densities and radial currents are illustrated in
figure 4. They are normalized by the typical GJ charge
and current densities at the poles, respectively ρ?GJ =
B?/2piRLC and J?GJ = cB?/2piRLC, and multiplied by
(r/R?)
2. They present interesting features, due to the mix-
ing of particle species. For fpp = 0.01, the poles are domi-
nated by negative charge densities, which carry a negative
radial current out of the polar caps. The equator is mostly
dominated by positive charge densities, and a positive cur-
rent density. Just above the last closed field line, a small
region is dominated by negative charge densities. The cor-
responding radial current shows that these negative charges
are the main contributors to the return current (they carry
a positive radial current), closing on the polar caps. The
closed field line region is dominated by positive charge den-
sities, which do not seem to contribute much to the radial
current. For fpp = 0.3 the situation is simpler, with nega-
tive charge densities at the poles and positive charge densi-
ties at the equator. The charge densities are smaller than for
fpp = 0.01, except in elongated regions around the poles for
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Fig. 5: Radial current density for r = 2RLC, averaged over θ
and normalized by the polar GJ current density (R?/r)2J?GJ,
as a function of fpp. We show the total radial current density
(circles) and the contributions of electrons (crosses), positrons
(plus signs) and protons (triangles).
negative charge densities, and in a disk close to the neutron
star surface for positive charge densities. Interestingly, only
high latitudes seem to contribute to radial currents, with a
small return current just next to the negative current. Pro-
tons and electrons in this region seem thus to contribute
more to the return current than protons in the equatorial
region.
Moreover, we illustrate in figure 5 the impact of pair
production on the radial current density at r = 2RLC, av-
eraged over θ, and normalized by (R?/r)2J?GJ. As expected,
the total radial current density is close to zero, i.e., the star
does not charge up. Electrons and positrons carry respec-
tively most of the negative and positive radial currents,
protons only contribute marginally to the radial current.
The radial current densities associated with electrons and
positrons decrease for a decreasing pair production, with a
maximum value of Jr(r) ∼ 0.1(R?/r)2J?GJ at r = 2RLC, for
fpp = 0.01.
4. Particle acceleration and energy dissipation
A magnetized rotating conductor develops a potential dif-
ference between the pole and the equator. Particles that
experience all or a fraction of the voltage drop can get ac-
celerated through unipolar induction. This is the case for
rotating and magnetized neutron stars, that are considered
as perfect conductors in our model. As shown in section 2.4,
particles can be accelerated up to γ0 = eΦ0/mc2, where
Φ0 = B?R
2
?/2RLC (see equation 7), if they experience the
full vacuum potential drop. A typical fraction of this full
vacuum potential drop is given by the potential drop across
the polar cap, the surface of the neutron star on which
open field lines are anchored. As the typical polar cap an-
gle is sin2 θpc ∼ R?/RLC, it yields Φpc = B?R3?/2R2LC and
γpc = eΦpc/mc
2. The detail of particle trajectories and
structure of the electromagnetic field is important to pre-
cisely characterize their acceleration, which is the aim of our
simulations. However, these theoretical estimates are useful
to better understand and rescale the simulation outputs.
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Fig. 6: Spectra γdN/dγ of electrons (blue), positrons (red) and
protons (green), for all particles (dashed lines) and for the par-
ticles escaping the magnetosphere (solid lines), normalized by
the total number of particles in the magnetosphere Ntot, for
fpp = 0.01 (top) and fpp = 0.3 (bottom). The dotted lines indi-
cate the maximum Lorentz factors γpc,p, γ0,p and γpc,e.
4.1. Particle spectra
The spectra of electrons, positrons and protons are illus-
trated in figure 6 for fpp = 0.01 and fpp = 0.3. We com-
pare the spectra obtained for all particles in the magne-
tosphere and for particles escaping the magnetosphere. To
compute the spectra of escaping particles, we calculate the
total number of particles comprised in the spherical shell
between 0.8 rmax and 0.9 rmax, such as ur > 0. Thus the
normalizations of the total and escaped spectra are only
indicative and should not be compared.
Each particle species show different spectra, as they ex-
perience different fates in the magnetosphere. Moreover, the
spectra obtained for a high and low pair production show
large discrepancies. We note that for fpp = 0.01, close to the
force-free regime, the highest energy electrons and positrons
are accelerated to Lorentz factors close to the vacuum polar
cap Lorentz factor or pairs γpc,e. The electrons accelerated
to the highest energies, close to the Y-point, do not escape
as they fall back onto the neutron star surface (Cerutti et al.
2015). The maximum Lorentz factors of protons are close
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to the vacuum polar-cap Lorentz factor of protons γpc,p
(Philippov & Spitkovsky 2018). For fpp = 0.3, close to the
disk-dome configuration, electrons are accelerated to lower
energies due to their confinement in the polar flows. The
electrons accelerated to the highest energies do not escape
as well. Protons are accelerated to higher Lorentz factors
than in the force-free regime, close to the vacuum maximum
Lorentz factor of protons γ0,p. However, it appears that a
lower flux of protons is escaping the magnetosphere in this
disk-dome-like configuration.
4.2. Trajectories and acceleration
In all simulations, a fraction of the injected protons is
systematically accelerated and escapes the magnetosphere.
Trajectories of 2400 protons injected at the same time all
over the neutron star surface and projected in a poloidal
plane are illustrated in figure 7, for fpp = 0.01 and fpp =
0.3. Most of the protons injected directly fall back on the
neutron star surface. Trapped protons wrap around the
neutron star, whereas protons that escape have quasi-radial
trajectories at large distances. Only protons injected at
high latitudes escape, typically at θ ∼ 0.6 − 0.7 rad (and
pi − θ) for fpp = 0.01 which coincides with the footpoints
of the separatrix current layers, and at θ ∼ 0.9 rad (and
pi − θ) for fpp = 0.3. In comparison, the polar cap angle
is θpc ∼ 0.46 rad. Protons injected at lower latitudes are
trapped in the closed field line region. In figure 7, we do not
observe protons escaping the magnetosphere for fpp = 0.3,
due to the small sample of tracked particles and the sub-
sequent difficulty of capturing rare events. However, we see
that the trajectories of protons injected at the highest lati-
tudes are perturbed and thus certainly unstable, thus some
of these protons might be able to escape. In this configu-
ration, the protons injected at the highest latitudes are the
ones accelerated to the highest energies.
One proton and one positron trajectories are illus-
trated in figure 8 and the evolution of their Lorentz fac-
tors during their propagation, for fpp = 0.01. We note
that we retrieve the Lorentz factors by calculating γ '[
1 + (
∫
dt(eE‖/mc)2
]0.5, where E‖ = E · v/v, with v the
particle velocity. As expected, particles are accelerated by
the electric field component parallel to their trajectory. We
see that the particles are efficiently accelerated below the
light cylinder radius. The proton is also slightly accelerated
at larger distances when it crosses the current sheet and
experiences unscreened parallel electric fields. Its Lorentz
factor reaches local minima at the crossing points with the
current sheet. The positron is more efficiently confined and
thus accelerated in the current sheet, where it acquires a
larger fraction of its final Lorentz factor.
Protons gain a large fraction of their final energy within
the separatrix current sheets, inside the light-cylinder ra-
dius. For a high pair production with fpp = 0.01, most of
the escaping protons gain 75% of their maximum Lorentz
factor below RLC. For a low pair production with fpp = 0.3,
protons gain 75% of their maximum Lorentz factor below
0.6RLC. The fate of positrons is different, as they can be
confined in the current sheet and thus accelerated at larger
distances, with a significant contribution from magnetic re-
connection, which is consistent with previous studies (e.g.
Cerutti et al. 2015). To better interpret this important re-
sult, it is useful to look at the parallel component of the elec-
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Fig. 7: Trajectories of protons (in the poloidal plane) injected
at the same time from the neutron star surface, for fpp = 0.01
(top) and fpp = 0.3 (bottom). The different colors highlight
different trajectories. We note that rare events do not appear,
in particular the escape of high energy protons for fpp = 0.3.
tric field in both magnetospheric regimes, E ·B, as shown
in Figure 9. In the force-free-like solution, E ·B ≈ 0 almost
everywhere as it should except within the separatrix and
equatorial current sheets. Protons fully experience the sep-
aratrix electric gap from their injection at the star surface
up to the light cylinder where they flow perfectly along the
field lines. Beyond the Y-point, they do not experience sig-
nificant additional acceleration because their trajectories
present large oscillations and therefore do not probe the
scale of reconnection electric field in the equatorial layer set
by the pairs. In contrast, positrons are mostly created out-
side the light cylinder and are well confined within the equa-
torial current sheet where they are accelerated by reconnec-
tion. In the electrosphere-like configuration, large vacuum
gaps fills the magnetosphere outside of the electronic dome
and proton disk. As a result, the few protons leaving the
dome are quickly accelerated and experience the full vac-
uum potential.
The maximum Lorentz factor of escaping protons as a
function of pair production efficiency is shown in figure 10.
We see that protons experience a fraction of the full vacuum
potential drop (higher than the polar cap potential drop for
fpp > 0.01). This fraction is small for high production of
pairs, increases when the production of pairs is reduced,
and saturates at a maximum value for low/no pair produc-
tion ∼ 0.75γ0,p. The densities of electrons and positrons in
the closed field line region, where protons are mostly accel-
erated, are high for high production of pairs, therefore the
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Fig. 8: Example of trajectories (upper panel) and corresponding
Lorentz factors (lower panel) of a proton (blue line and filled
circles) and positron (orange line and hollow circles) escaping
the magnetosphere, for fpp = 0.01. Markers of different colors
link the two figures.
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Fig. 9: Parallel electric field E ·B/B2 in the inner part of the
magnetosphere (r ≤ 2RLC), for fpp = 0.01 (left) and fpp = 0.3
(right).
high plasma multiplicities screen the parallel electric field
and prevent protons from experiencing a large fraction of
the full vacuum potential drop. For low production of pairs,
only protons are present in the equatorial plane and can ex-
perience a large fraction of the full vacuum potential drop.
We note that the magnetic field dependence of the proton
maximum Lorentz factor γ0,p seems to be well reproduced
by the simulations.
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Fig. 10: Maximum Lorentz factor of escaping protons, normal-
ized by γ0,p, as a function of fpp for B? = 1.1 × 105G. The
dots correspond to simulation results, whereas the lines repre-
sent the maximum Lorentz factor of protons experiencing the
vacuum potential drop, from pole to equator (orange, dashed)
or across the polar cap (green, dotted).
In the case of escaping positrons, their maximum
Lorentz factor also increases with a decreasing pair pro-
duction (an increasing fpp), between fpp = 0.01 and fpp =
0.04. For lower pair productions fpp ≥ 0.05, the number
of positrons produced strongly decreases, the current sheet
does not form, and thus the maximum Lorentz factor of
escaping positrons drops.
4.3. Proton maximum energy in real pulsars
The estimates of the proton Lorentz factors cannot be di-
rectly related with realistic cases as the magnetic field, neu-
tron star radius and mass ratio are downscaled in our sim-
ulations. A rescaling procedure is required, which is a deli-
cate process, due to the large difference between numerical
and realistic scales. The quantities that we derive should
thus be considered with care. We assume that a constant
fraction of the full vacuum potential drop can be chan-
nelled into proton acceleration. In our simulations, we ob-
tain maximum Lorentz factors between 15% to 75% of γ0,p,
respectively for a high and a low pair production. As γ0,p =
3.3 × 107 m−1r,1836B?,9R2?,6P−1−3 , we see that protons can be
accelerated up to Ep ' 5× 1015 eV B?,9R2?,6P−1−3 for a high
pair production and up to Ep ' 2 × 1016 eV B?,9R2?,6P−1−3
for a low pair production. These estimates have been de-
rived for typical properties of millisecond pulsars, with
B? = 10
9 G and P = 10−3 s, and a correct electron to
proton mass ratio. Thus millisecond pulsars could produce
cosmic rays at PeV energies. This could have interesting ob-
servational consequences, such as the production of gamma
rays in the galactic center region (Guépin et al. 2018).
For new born pulsars with millisecond periods, we obtain
Ep ' 5 × 1019 eV B?,13R2?,6P−1−3 for a high pair produc-
tion and up to Ep ' 2 × 1020 eV B?,13R2?,6P−1−3 for a low
pair production. Therefore, we show that new born pulsars
with millisecond periods could produce cosmic rays up to
ultra-high energies, as proposed in several studies (Blasi
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Fig. 11: Outgoing radial Poynting flux integrated over a
sphere of radius r as a function of radius for fpp =
0.01, 0.02, 0.03, 0.04, 0.05, 0.08, 0.15, 0.3, from top to bot-
tom. All the quantities are normalized by the analytical spin-
down power of an aligned pulsar.
et al. 2000; Fang et al. 2012, 2013a; Lemoine et al. 2015;
Kotera et al. 2015). We caution that the effect of curva-
ture radiation is underestimated in our simulations, due to
the downscaled magnetic field and radius of the neutron
star and the subsequent low Lorentz factors of accelerated
particles. As curvature radiation can strongly limit particle
acceleration below the light cylinder radius (Arons 2003), a
realistic treatment could therefore impact the acceleration
regions and maximum energies of particles, and should thus
be studied in future work. The cases of normal pulsars or of
millisecond magnetars are difficult to explore with our sim-
ulations due to the large distance between the star and the
light cylinder radius, or the high magnetic fields. In partic-
ular, extreme magnetic fields could have consequences on
pair production processes. These configurations would thus
require dedicated studies.
4.4. Energy dissipation and luminosity
One last important quantity to infer is the total energy
dissipated and channelled into particles, which allows to
estimate the proton luminosity. As illustrated in figure 11,
the production of pairs has a strong impact on the out-
going Poynting flux: it decreases strongly with a decrease
of the yield of pair production. We note that it can be
larger than the analytical spin-down power of an aligned
pulsar L0 = cB2?R6?/4R4LC (e.g. Contopoulos et al. 1999;
Spitkovsky 2006) for high pair production, as the Y-point
is located below r = RLC and thus a larger fraction of field
lines are open. Moreover, it is less than 20% of L0 for low
pair productions. Thus aligned pulsars with low pair pro-
duction barely spin-down, as expected for the disc-dome
solution (Cerutti et al. 2015).
Energy dissipation is illustrated in figure 12, where we
show the radial outgoing Poynting flux and luminosity in
electrons, positrons and protons for fpp = 0.01 and fpp =
0.3, as a function of r/RLC. These quantities are smoothed
over several timesteps and radial bins, in order to visualize
clearly the results. For fpp = 0.01, the dissipation of radial
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Fig. 12: Energy dissipation as a function of radius for fpp = 0.01
(top) and fpp = 0.3 (bottom). We show the radial Poynting flux
integrated over a sphere of radius r (blue line), the luminosity
in electrons (orange dashed line), in positrons (green dot-dashed
line) and in protons (red dotted line), and the sum of all these
components (black line), normalized by L0.
Poynting flux into particle kinetic occurs mostly around and
beyond the Y-point, which is located around r = 0.8RLC.
The energy is mostly dissipated into positron kinetic energy.
Energy is also dissipated below the Y-point, along the gaps
where the parallel electric field is not completely screened
(see figure 9). For fpp = 0.3, a small fraction of the Poynting
flux is dissipated into electron and proton kinetic energy.
These two extreme cases allow to evaluate the typi-
cal proton luminosity. We obtain Lp = 5 × 10−4L0 for a
low production of pairs and Lp = 2 × 10−2L0 for a high
production of pairs. Assuming that we can use these frac-
tions for typical pulsar properties, and considering the value
of the spin-down power of an aligned pulsar L0 = 1.4 ×
1037 erg s−1 B2?,9R
6
?,6P
−4
−3 for millisecond pulsar properties,
we obtain Lp ' 7× 1033 erg s−1 B2?,9R6?,6P−4−3 for a low pro-
duction of pairs and Lp ' 3 × 1035 erg s−1 B2?,9R6?,6P−4−3
for a high production of pairs. For new born pul-
sars with millisecond periods, we obtain Lp ' 3 ×
1043 erg s−1 B2?,13R
6
?,6P
−4
−3 for a high production of pairs.
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5. Discussion and conclusions
In this work, we have studied with 2D PIC simulations the
impact of pair production on the acceleration of protons in
aligned pulsar magnetospheres. These simulations confirm
that pulsar magnetospheres are good candidates for the ac-
celeration of protons: regardless of the yield of pair produc-
tion, protons can be accelerated and escape. Interestingly,
due to the mass ratio and large density contrast between
protons and pairs, protons do not experience the same tra-
jectories and thus acceleration as pairs. They are mostly
accelerated below the light cylinder radius within the sepa-
ratrix current layers but they are not confined in the equa-
torial current sheet when it exists, whereas pairs are accel-
erated at their highest energies at the Y-point and beyond
in the equatorial current sheet. We note that higher mag-
netic fields could enhance pair production below the light
cylinder radius, as mentioned in Philippov & Spitkovsky
(2018), and screen the parallel electric field that accelerate
protons in this region. Thus, protons could be mostly accel-
erated at larger distances, in the current sheet. This effect
could be investigated in future studies.
For a high production of pairs, about 2% of the theo-
retical pulsar spin-down power of an aligned pulsar L0 is
channelled into protons, which is of the same order than
the fraction required to fit the ultra-high-energy cosmic-
ray (UHECR) spectrum (Fang et al. 2013b). In this case,
the maximum particle Lorentz is limited by the potential
drop across the pulsar polar cap (Cerutti et al. 2015; Philip-
pov & Spitkovsky 2018). For a low production of pairs, less
than 0.05% of L0 is channelled into protons. However, de-
spite these low luminosities, it appears also that protons
are accelerated to higher energies for a low production of
pairs. The maximum Lorentz factor approaches and is lim-
ited by the theoretical maximum given by the total vacuum
potential drop.
Comparisons between our simulation results and ana-
lytical estimates of the maximum Lorentz factor and spin-
down luminosity allow to estimate the maximum energy
and luminosity of accelerated protons for realistic parame-
ters. For typical properties of millisecond pulsars, and high
pair production, protons could be accelerated at Ep '
1 PeV with luminosities Lp ' 3× 1035 erg s−1, which might
have interesting observational consequences for the produc-
tion of gamma rays (e.g. Guépin et al. 2018). Moreover, for
typical properties of new-born pulsars with millisecond pe-
riods, protons could be accelerated to ultra-high energies,
up to Ep ' 10 EeV with luminosities Lp ' 3× 1043 erg s−1.
Typically, a few percent of the spin-down power of the total
population of new born millisecond pulsars is required to
reproduce the observed UHECR spectrum (e.g. Fang et al.
2013a), which seems achievable given our results and there-
fore supports that new born pulsars with millisecond peri-
ods are good candidate sources for the production of UHE-
CRs. We note that heavy nuclei are required to explain the
UHECR spectrum at the highest energies. The extraction
of heavy ions from the neutron star surface, as well as their
propagation and interactions in the magnetosphere could
be explored in a subsequent study. Moreover, as mentioned
in section 4.3, we caution that the energy losses of particles
that are due to curvature radiation are not fully taken into
account in our simulations. As calculated in Arons (2003),
as a consequence of curvature radiation, the energy of ac-
celerated protons below the light-cylinder radius is limited
to Ep ' 1016.5 eV for pulsars with millisecond periods. This
effect should be tested in future work, to assess its impact
in numerical simulations and if protons and heavy nuclei
can be accelerated at larger distances, in the current sheet
or in the wind.
We note that this work is restrictive as only a small
fraction of the pulsar wind is comprised in our simulations,
and we do not account for energy losses or re-acceleration
of protons at larger distances, for instance at a shock front.
Moreover, we consider the case of an aligned pulsar, and
the structure of the magnetosphere should be modified in
the misaligned case (Spitkovsky 2006; Pétri 2016). How-
ever, the structure of the magnetosphere below the light
cylinder radius, where most of the acceleration of protons
seems to take place, should be similar for the misaligned
configuration. We highlight that reconnection taking place
in the striped wind or Fermi-type acceleration taking place
at the termination shock between the pulsar wind and its
nebula (e.g. Lemoine et al. 2015) may further increase the
proton maximum energy in the outer regions.
In addition to studying the impact of the pair produc-
tion strength on proton acceleration in pulsar magneto-
spheres, we have performed several additional tests in order
to assess the impact of the size of the simulation domain,
the resolution, and the particle injection rate. First, sim-
ulations performed by shutting down completely the pair
production process lead to the same steady state than the
simulations with a low pair production (i.e. fpp > 0.15).
The structure of magnetospheres with a low production of
pairs appears to be more affected by simulation parameters:
the size of the simulation domain influences the extent in
latitude of the polar flows of electrons, and the resolution in-
fluences the density of the equatorial flow of protons. More-
over, the injection rate influences these two characteristics.
In particular, we have noticed that simulations performed
with a lower resolution show a larger number of protons
escaping in the equatorial flow. This difference could result
from numerical effects, or longer times required to reach
the steady state for higher resolutions, and is currently un-
der study. However, despite small morphological differences,
the general structure of the magnetosphere is similar and
our main conclusions remain unchanged. In particular, the
maximum energy of particles and the acceleration regions
are not affected by these minor structural changes.
Further work will be required to better characterize the
escape of protons by a detailed modeling of their trajecto-
ries. The link between the simulated amount of pair produc-
tion and pair multiplicities in realistic environments should
be explored. For this purpose, a self-consistent modeling of
pair production, but also of other types of interactions will
be required.
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